Calling All High School Students!!

What is CAPWIC??
CAPWIC is a conference that celebrates and highlights women in computing and will be held at Virginia State University, in Petersburg, Virginia. There are many opportunities for high school students to participate in CAPWIC through research shorts, flash talks, poster sessions, and volunteering. No experience is necessary! CAPWIC also provides a venue for students interested in computing to gain confidence in their skills, meet other computing students and professionals, and learn from accomplished technical women.

See our website capwic.org to:
- Submit an abstract to present
- Register to attend or present
- Apply for a scholarship to attend or present

Submit
Do you have a computer or tech related project you'd like to present at CAPWIC? Submit an abstract (summary) under 250 words. A submission is not required to attend.
Due Feb 10
capwic.org

Register
All participants and attendees must register for the conference. If you apply for a scholarship, wait to register until you get the scholarship decision.
Due Mar 1
registration@capwic.org

Apply
We want CAPWIC to be accessible to all students! Scholarships cover the cost of conference registration and a shared hotel room near the conference location.
Due Feb 20
#CAPWIC2023